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An Analysis of the Costs and Benefits 
of Delaying the Release of Windows XP

by Robert W. Hahn*

September 5, 2001

 , Microsoft’s new PC operating system, is due for public release

on October 25, 2001 and, in fact, will be available even sooner: some man-

ufacturers plan to start shipping new computers with XP preinstalled in late

September.¹ Various parties, however, including Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY),

have urged that Microsoft delay the release.² By no coincidence, the Senate Judiciary

Committee is planning to hold hearings on the competitive implications of Windows

XP and related topics.³

Those calling for a delay cite features in Windows XP that they claim threaten

competition in software in ways reminiscent of Microsoft’s actions to protect Windows

from Netscape Navigator’s Internet browser in the mid-to-late 1990s. And if the anal-

ogy were accurate, their concerns should be taken seriously. 

But the circumstances are quite different. Although the DC Circuit Court of Ap-

peals recently affirmed the District Court’s ruling that some of Microsoft’s actions in

the “browser war” violated the Sherman Antitrust Act, it drastically narrowed the set

of actions deemed anticompetitive and left only one of the three counts standing. In

particular, the Court of Appeals found that it was not illegal per se to integrate new

features into Windows or to promote them vigorously. Moreover, the key ingredient

in the Web browser case is missing with the features at issue in Windows XP – none

is an alternative platform for applications software that could plausibly weaken the

popularity of Windows as the leading PC operating system.⁴

While it is not possible to quantify the impact of delay, the evidence strongly sug-

gests the costs would be substantial and the benefits to competition would be minimal

at best. Indeed, there is good reason to believe that the release of Windows XP will

increase consumer choice and provide additional competition in key software – most

significantly, in instant messaging. As a result, delaying the release of Windows XP is

more likely to harm competition than to increase it, because such a delay would bene-

fit AOL Time Warner and other strong incumbents at the expense of consumers. 

W
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It is also worth noting that the risks in failing to stop the introduction of Windows

XP are modest: If I am wrong, and there are indeed competition-related benefits to

modifying Windows XP, those benefits could still be obtained after the ongoing legal

process in U.S. v. Microsoft concludes with a final set of remedies.⁵

NEW FEATURES IN WINDOWS XP

Windows XP is the successor to both Microsoft’s business-oriented operating system

Windows 2000 and Microsoft’s consumer operating system Windows Me. It combines

the greater stability of Windows 2000 with additional elements both to meet the needs

of home users for easy use and to allow consumers to run older software applications.

Most of the concerns about the competitive impact of Windows XP have focused on

several new or enhanced features: Windows Messenger (instant messaging), Windows

Media Player (multimedia playback and recording), Scanner and Camera Wizard (digi-

tal image acquisition and editing), and easier access to Microsoft’s Passport service (In-

ternet identification and authentication).

Existing instant messaging services allow individuals to exchange text messages

with others connected to the same service, the largest of which are operated by AOL

Time Warner, Yahoo, and Microsoft’s MSN.⁶ All of the leading services are free. The

new Windows Messenger software in Windows XP offers several advances, including

the ability to send audio and video as well as text. In addition, Microsoft has made it

possible for independent software developers to piggy-back on Windows Messenger,

opening the way for software that, for example, would permit collaborative editing of

complex documents over the Internet.⁷

Windows has included software for playing multimedia files for roughly a decade.

The version of Windows Media Player included with Windows XP, though, offers some

enhanced features including DVD playback, CD recording, and the ability to transfer

video recordings to portable players.⁸

Critics have complained that Media Player XP provides more complete support

for Microsoft’s own media formats. That is true of Windows XP – but no truer than

it was of earlier versions of Windows. Moreover, Microsoft claims that this largely re-

flects the unwillingness of some competitors – notably RealNetworks – to exchange

technology licenses with Microsoft.⁹ Another factor affecting Microsoft’s decision to

enhance Media Player at the potential expense of rivals is that the owners of some com-

peting technologies demand high fees to license their software. MP3 recording soft-

ware reportedly costs $2.50 per copy¹⁰ – a lot of money in light of the fact that the

whole Windows XP package probably costs computer makers less than $75 per copy.

The digital imaging industries have developed a new standard that allows com- 2



puters to detect a digital camera or other imaging device.¹¹ Software on the computer

can then prompt the user to download images from the camera. Windows XP includes

software that implements the standard. Once a camera is detected, the new operating

system offers the user a list of programs (including both the software included in Win-

dows XP and software installed by computer manufacturers or end users) that can organ-

ize and edit the images. 

Windows XP also provides software that makes it more convenient to send digital

image files to commercial services for printing or other processing. The display of

image processors will include those companies that have reached agreements with

Microsoft, as well as other companies that have agreements with individual computer

manufacturers. Computer users are also free to add to their own lists.

Passport is Microsoft’s system for identifying and authenticating users of Web

services. Once a user creates a “Passport,” a Web site that subscribes to Microsoft’s

proprietary service can identify a visitor without requiring the visitor to reenter the

information. For basic services, the only information required by Passport is an email

address. For more extensive services, users must supply additional information (such

as credit-card numbers). Passport is a stand-alone service. However, owners of Windows

XP can instruct their computers to log them on to the Passport system automatically. 

In addition to raising concerns about the potential anti-competitive effect of these

new features, critics of Microsoft have complained that Windows XP drops an earlier

feature – Microsoft’s Java Virtual Machine software for running small applications

written in the Java programming language. But this decision can only be understood

in the context of Microsoft’s ongoing legal battles with Sun Microsystems, the owner

of Java. 

Sun earlier sued Microsoft for adding Windows-specific features to its Java Virtual

Machine, and for failing to support some of Sun’s own additions. Under the settlement

reached early in 2001, Microsoft is not allowed to update its JVM – although it is still

allowed to distribute its existing JVM, which conforms to four-year old specifications

that Sun pronounced “outdated.”¹² Microsoft subsequently decided that its aging JVM

would not be part of the standard Windows XP package. Computer makers apparently

remain free to preinstall it (several major ones have announced they will). And, Micro-

soft says it will guide buyers of Windows XP who do not receive a JVM to a Microsoft

Web site for downloading and installation.¹³

MISTAKEN ANALOGIES TO THE INTERNET EXPLORER CASE

In essence, critics argue, integration of new features into the popular operating system

would confer such a huge competitive advantage that Microsoft would win, even if its 3



software is inferior to rivals’. Unless Microsoft is stopped, they say, it will repeat the

strategy it followed with Web browsers, crushing the competition and solidifying its

operating system monopoly.

But the analogies to the Internet Explorer case are misleading in two important

ways.¹⁴ First, the one antitrust count on which Microsoft currently stands liable is

“monopoly maintenance,” and that finding rests entirely on the judge’s decision that

Netscape’s Web browser represented a plausible (albeit nascent) threat to Microsoft’s

competitive position in PC operating systems. By contrast, the products put at a com-

petitive disadvantage by Windows XP do not have the potential to threaten the Win-

dows operating system monopoly.¹⁵

Second, the Court of Appeals did not find it illegal on its face to add features to

Windows at no extra charge. Over the years, Microsoft and other operating system

makers (including Apple and IBM) have added numerous new features to their oper-

ating systems, almost always at no separate charge. If that were all Microsoft had done

to promote Internet Explorer, the company would not have been found in violation

of the antitrust laws. The Court of Appeals decided that Microsoft only crossed the

line when it restricted the ability of third parties (such as Internet service providers) to

promote and distribute the competing Netscape browser. The restrictions were found

anticompetitive because Netscape represented a threat to Windows. 

Unlike Web browsers, RealPlayer (the leading media player, produced by Real-

Networks) is not a candidate to become a general-purpose platform for software

applications. And whatever its fears about competition from Microsoft’s digital imag-

ing software, no one expects Kodak’s software to become a platform for, say, word

processing or spreadsheet software.

Similarly, AOL’s instant messaging service has not been promoted as a platform

for other software. If AOL Time Warner were to mount a platform challenge to Win-

dows, the more plausible foundation would be the consumer software and the large

network of servers that provide online content and services to the 33 million subscri-

bers to its online services, AOL and CompuServe. 

THE COSTS OF DELAY

Delaying Windows XP would impose costs on consumers and on many businesses in

computer-related industries. Consider first the PC manufacturers.

Along with the high-technology sector generally, the PC industry is in a slump.

Retail sales of PCs are down 20 percent from a year ago,¹⁶ despite efforts to spur sales

by slashing prices.¹⁷ And most of the large PC manufacturers have responded by cut-

ting their workforces.¹⁸ 4



In this gloomy environment, many companies are hoping that the release of Win-

dows XP will spur sales, not only of new computers (which many users would need to

take advantage of the new operating system’s features) but also of ancillary hardware

and software. An analyst for the NPD Intelect marketing data service commented that,

“I think everyone has pretty much written off back to school and is focusing on [Win-

dows] XP and Christmas for a real opportunity to get back to normal.”¹⁹ The president

of the CompUSA chain of computer stores calls the release of XP “the single most

important event in the industry and for our stores this year.”²⁰

Although PC manufacturers cannot yet ship new machines with XP preinstalled,

they are taking pains to assure computer purchasers that their hardware can be up-

graded to Windows XP. Systems from Dell, Gateway, Compaq, and others come with

labels attesting that they are “XP Ready.” And for several months, major vendors have

sold new computers with coupons that will allow consumers to upgrade at very low

cost ($20 in the case of Dell).²¹

Manufacturers are taking these steps for fear that consumers otherwise would put

off buying new computer systems. One analyst, Rob Enderle with Giga Information

Group Inc., estimates that a delay to XP that prevents shipments for this holiday sea-

son would have an overall market impact on PC makers and others in the computer

industry of anywhere from $4.5 billion to $9 billion in lost revenues for hardware,

software, and PC accessories.²²

Windows XP may also spur the purchase of software and non-computer hardware.

As an article in the online edition of the Washington Post put it, “many companies

believe it will inspire people to buy all sorts of other digital gizmos and software – and

help revive the slumping technology sector.”²³ New digital cameras, for example, in-

corporate the new industry standard technology. But camera buyers will not be able

to take advantage of advanced features until they upgrade their PC operating sys-

tems.²⁴ Thus, there is positive feedback: new cameras make Windows XP more useful,

and vice versa. 

Independent software vendors have also based their development plans on Win-

dows XP. Symantec and Computer Associates, which make security software and other

utilities, have both developed new versions to work with Windows XP. For other types

of software, older versions will work with the new system, but new versions are being

developed to take advantage of the features in Windows XP. Adobe Systems, for one,

is planning to lever sales to its introduction. “By unifying the various Windows plat-

forms,” the company says, “Microsoft is making it easier for Adobe to deliver award-

winning Windows-based applications.”²⁵

Consumers who want the new features and better performance of Windows XP

are, of course, the major beneficiaries of its release and, hence, would be likely to suf- 5



fer the greatest costs from its delay. In principle, those costs could be measured in

terms of lost consumer value – the difference between what consumers would be will-

ing to pay for new features and what they actually pay. Unfortunately, there are no

data available from which to estimate the potential consumer gain. At least two fac-

tors, however, suggest that it is likely to be substantial. 

First, computer manufacturers believe that many consumers care enough about

the additional benefits from Windows XP to delay purchase of a new machine. Thus,

as noted above, manufacturers have taken pains to assure consumers who buy com-

puters now that the hardware will handle Windows XP and that they can get the up-

grade at a low price. Second, computer manufacturers believe that once Windows XP

becomes available, it will stimulate sales of the more powerful machines needed to

take advantage of those new features. 

Thus far I have focused on the costs of a delay anticipated well in advance by

market participants, who can modify their plans accordingly. At this point, however,

any delay would occur after many market participants have made commitments on

the expectation that Windows XP would be released as scheduled. Product develop-

ment and marketing plans have been made on that basis and some consumers have

presumably made decisions in anticipation of the Windows XP release, too. Thus, the

closer to the scheduled date that a delay occurs, the fewer the opportunities to modify

plans in response, and the higher the cost.

For example, a PC manufacturer may have formulated advertising campaigns

around Windows XP and the holiday season; if the release is now delayed, those ad-

vertisements may have to be revised or simply discarded. PC manufacturers have also

based the configurations of new computers on features in Windows XP and they have

reduced inventory of computers with older operating systems.²⁶

Similarly, consumers would find their choices narrowed by the last-minute nature

of the delay. For example, suppose a consumer were planning to purchase a computer

in July, but decided to wait three months to get it with XP preinstalled. Further sup-

pose that in mid-September, Microsoft is forced by the government to delay the release

until January. Had the user known in July that the release would be that late, she might

well have bought a new computer then. Instead, she is again faced with waiting anoth-

er three months or buying a system in September and incurring the cost and incon-

venience of installing Windows XP later. If the delay catches retailers short of PC 

systems with non-XP software, the consumer may have only one option: wait the

three months.

6



EFFECTS ON COMPETITION FROM DELAYING WINDOWS XP:
BENEFITS OR COSTS?

It is hard to see how a delay would increase competition or benefit consumers. Indeed,

it seems more likely that a delay would reduce competition in the relevant software

segments. The most vocal critics of Windows XP, it should be noted, are well-entrenched

incumbents in those segments. 

Senator Schumer acknowledged that his concerns were largely motivated by com-

plaints from two companies headquartered in New York State, AOL Time Warner and

Kodak.²⁷ Both companies are leaders in market segments affected by features in Win-

dows XP. Kodak’s complaints have been limited to features related to digital images,

where Kodak is a major player.²⁸²⁹ AOL Time Warner, for its part, sees Windows XP

as competing in several areas:

• Windows messenger would increase competitive pressure on AOL Time Warner’s

AIM and ICQ services, which together account for over two-thirds of the estimated

time people spend using instant messaging.³⁰

• Windows Media Player competes not only with AOL Time Warner’s own Win-

amp player, but also with the market leader, RealPlayer from RealNetworks, which is

the exclusive outside provider of this software to AOL members.³¹

• Microsoft’s Passport service, which is easier to utilize through Windows XP, com-

petes with efforts by AOL Time Warner and its various partners to establish online

“wallets” and related services for which other online vendors pay fees.

• The new features in XP associated with digital imaging make it easier for con-

sumers to use a wide variety of photo processing services, thus competing with the

“You’ve Got Pictures” service – an exclusive arrangement between AOL Time Warner

and Kodak.³²

In addition, AOL Time Warner competes with Microsoft in two other major seg-

ments: online services (where AOL Time Warner’s services have 33 million members

to MSN’s 6.5 million) and Web browsers (where Netscape Navigator, owned by AOL

Time Warner since March 1999, is now a distant second to Microsoft’s Internet Ex-

plorer in terms of use).

The new features in Windows XP thus give consumers additional choices; they

do not diminish existing ones. For example, no one disputes that AOL Time Warner’s

AIM and ICQ instant messaging will work just as well on Windows XP as on older

versions of Windows, as will RealPlayer and Kodak’s digital imaging software. If con-

sumers choose to use the features in Windows, it will be because they prefer those fea-

tures to the alternatives – not because the alternatives are no longer easily available. 

Note, too, that even if one believed Windows XP’s new features would have long- 7



run negative impacts on competition in operating systems or software platforms, it

doesn’t follow that delaying the release of Windows XP would yield significant benefits.

The courts could still decide that the disputed features in Windows XP somehow

affected competition in platforms. In that case, Microsoft might be required to give

computer manufacturers greater flexibility to make it more difficult for consumers to

obtain access to some features built into Windows XP, and to allow them to promote

competitors’ products or services exclusively. For example, a computer maker might

be allowed to remove Microsoft’s “wizard” for choosing photo processors and instead

to strike a deal with AOL and Kodak to promote their “You’ve Got Pictures” service

exclusively. Leaving aside the question of how the courts could arrive at that judgment,

delaying the release of Windows XP would not make such a remedy any easier to

impose. 

There are myriad ironies in the criticism of Microsoft’s decision to make installa-

tion of its Java Virtual Machine (JVM) optional. First, it comes from many of the

same critics who complain that Microsoft’s decisions to add features to Windows XP

are anticompetitive. Second, the government argued in the Internet Explorer case that

Microsoft should have given computer manufacturers precisely the option that it has

now offered them with the JVM: the feature is available at no charge, but it does not

have to be included when Windows is installed before the shipment of a new com-

puter. Last but hardly least, the strongest criticism about Microsoft’s treatment of the

JVM in Windows XP has come from Sun, which sued Microsoft to prevent further

development of a Java environment optimized to run on Windows – and, as a condi-

tion of settlement, forbade updating Microsoft’s JVM. 

One might imagine circumstances in which weak incumbent producers of soft-

ware would be irreversibly damaged by the release of Windows XP. But the relevant

incumbents are hardly in danger of being destroyed by Windows XP. In fact, Micro-

soft is not now a dominant competitor in any of the areas of controversy. 

Equally important, it is not clear that incorporation in Windows XP would give

Microsoft a major edge in these segments. For instance, instant messaging seems a

more natural fit with Internet service access (like AOL’s) than it does with a desktop

operating system. 

RAISING RIVALS’ COSTS THROUGH THE POLITICAL PROCESS

Many of the current accusations come from Microsoft’s competitors.³³ These compa-

nies have an incentive to raise Microsoft’s cost of doing business so they can increase

their own profits. As George Bittlingmayer and Tom Hazlett observed during earlier

attacks on Microsoft, “clearly some of Microsoft’s competitors have an economic 8



interest in government action. This possibility is recognized in the ‘raising rivals costs’

literature and in work that emphasizes the use of antitrust to constrain competitors’

strategies.”³⁴ The current attacks fit this description. Consider first what AOL stands

to gain by delaying Windows XP. As noted above, AOL competes with Microsoft in

many segments including instant messaging, Internet access and services, browsers,

media players, Internet recognition/authentication technology, and digital image pro-

cessing. As the leader in instant messaging and online services, AOL has attempted to

protect its dominant position by limiting consumer choice through exclusive deals

with computer makers. For example, AOL negotiated with Compaq for the right to

place an AOL icon on the Windows XP desktop of new Compaq PCs, relegating the

MSN icon to a place on the less visible Start Menu.³⁵ AOL reached a similar deal

with Compaq back in 1995, when it secured Compaq’s agreement to remove the

MSN icon from the Windows desktop.³⁶

Delaying Windows XP shields AOL’s AIM and ICQ messaging services from com-

petition with Microsoft’s much-improved Windows messenger software, giving AOL

and its partners (notably Sun) more time to develop and improve their own software

to meet the demands of poorly served business users. In digital imaging and process-

ing, delay shields the “You’ve Got Pictures” service that AOL and Kodak offer. De-

laying Windows XP may also reduce the use of Passport, giving AOL and its partners

(including Sun and Amazon) less competition for their own services. By the same

token, delaying Windows XP would also give Sun more time to ready its JVM for

installation on Windows XP-equipped PCs. 

AOL has tried this tactic of lobbying the government to raise a rival’s costs before.

In 1995, AOL warned that if Microsoft were allowed to include an icon for its MSN

online service on the Windows desktop, it would quickly dominate Internet access.³⁷

The government investigated, but did not file for an injunction to delay the release of

Windows 95.³⁸

Windows 95 was released with MSN on the desktop. Nonetheless, Microsoft did

not crush AOL. Instead, AOL grew more dominant, absorbing rival CompuServe along

the way. Currently, Microsoft’s MSN service has only one-fifth as many subscribers as

AOL despite MSN’s presence on the Windows desktop for the last six years.

Even if they do not succeed in delaying the release of Windows XP, AOL Time

Warner, Kodak, Sun, and other competitors of Microsoft stand to benefit from the con-

troversy. It creates adverse publicity for Microsoft and adds to the pressure on govern-

ment to demand tough remedies in the ongoing litigation. Competitors presumably

also hope that it will make Microsoft a less vigorous competitor. A tamer Microsoft

would be good for its rivals, but it is hardly likely to lower prices or speed innovation.

The current threat to delay Windows XP appears more a case of special interest 9



pleading than of concern for consumers. It is more plausibly a means for Microsoft’s

rivals to raise its costs of doing business than a way to promote competition in the

long term. 

If successful, such tactics would have the unfortunate side effect of encouraging

activity in the “political” – as opposed to economic – marketplace. If AOL and Kodak

can deter competition by enlisting government on their side, more companies will be

tempted to take this route. Instead of competing on quality or prices, corporations

will yield to the temptation of competing with campaign contributions. Instead of

funding R&D, companies will invest more in lobbyists. 

CONCLUSION

Windows XP offers consumers several new or improved features. In each of the dis-

puted areas the features increase consumer choice. While it is not possible to quantify

the costs of delaying the resulting benefits, the evidence strongly suggests they are sub-

stantial. On the other side of the equation, the benefits to competition from delaying

Windows XP appear small at best. To the contrary, delaying Windows XP seems more

likely to reduce competition than to increase it. The only certain beneficiaries would

be AOL Time Warner, Kodak and other strong incumbents.

Equally important, allowing Microsoft to release Windows XP does not put com-

petition at risk. If Windows XP is found to be a potential hindrance to competition,

little would be lost by imposing any needed changes after its release. First, the areas of

contention are limited and do not affect all Windows users. Second, the changes would

most likely involve removing a Microsoft feature (say, by allowing PC makers or end-

users to uninstall Microsoft software through the Add/Remove Utility program), not

by adding a competitor’s software. Finally, in the short time it will take to reach a

remedies decision in the pending DOJ case, it is highly unlikely that Windows XP

will dramatically alter the state of competition.

In the end, the evidence leans heavily towards supporting the timely release of

Windows XP. The only parties that clearly stand to gain from a delay are Microsoft’s

rivals – rivals that have the resources to remain competitive in a rapidly changing

technological environment. 

10
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